Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal

Certificate of Validation

This is certified that certificate of Maintenance Organization approval bearing the approval number EASA.145.0777 issued by EUROPEAN AVIATION SAFETY AGENCY (EASA) to SINGAPORE COMPONENT SOLUTIONS PTE. LTD. located at 11 SELETAR AEROSPACE LANE, SINGAPORE 797440, SINGAPORE is hereby validated by Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal in accordance with the provision of Civil Aviation Rules 2058, rule 49 and Nepalese Civil Airworthiness Requirement Chapter D.1. The conditions of validation are as stated separately under the topic "Conditions of Validation" which forms the part of this validation.

This certificate of validation comes into force on : 16th July 2020
This certificate of validation expires on : 15th July 2021

Issue Date: 2014

For Director General
Conditions of Validation

The current certificate of validation is issued with following conditions:

- This certificate of validation validates the Maintenance Organization Approval Certificate Reference: EASA.145.0777 issued by EUROPEAN AVIATION SAFETY AGENCY (EASA) along with its Maintenance Organization Approval Schedule.

- The certificate of validation shall be automatically cancelled or suspended if the original approval is cancelled or suspended by the EUROPEAN AVIATION SAFETY AGENCY (EASA).

- It is the responsibility of the certificate holder to intimate CAA Nepal about any change of scope of approval.

For Director General
Date: 12\textsuperscript{th} July, 2020